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REST-Explorer is an extremely simple utility to use for simple debugging of web services. It offers basic query visualisation, a
URL history, and the ability to create HTTP and HTTPS requests using a simple graphical interface. The main visualiser allows
tabular data to be viewed and exported to.txt or.xls formats. The program also offers users the ability to generate authenticated
or anonymous HTTP or HTTPS requests using the typical windows credentials. REST-Explorer is an easy-to-use utility
designed for providing help on the usage of REST-based web services. System Requirements: The system requirements for
REST-Explorer are as follows: • Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, or 10 •.NET Framework 4 • Microsoft.NET 3.5 SP1 • IIS 7 or
higher • Windows-compatible browser • Internet connection •.NET 3.5 SP1 or later (Installed in one of the above) This program
is very simple to use, and many users don’t need to know anything about computers and have no experience programming. For
most users, this program will only take a few minutes to learn and allow them to start using REST-Explorer. This is a critical
component of the use of web services and allows the user to have a more productive experience.Association of non-motor
symptoms and functional capacity in patients with Parkinson's disease. Patients with Parkinson's disease (PD) have a broad
spectrum of non-motor symptoms, including apathy, depression, anxiety, sleep disturbances and cognitive impairment. There is
increasing evidence that non-motor symptoms negatively influence the quality of life of patients with PD and are associated
with cognitive decline. We investigated the association between non-motor symptoms and activities of daily living (ADL)
capacity in patients with PD. In total, 62 PD patients (mean age ± SD, 66.4 ± 8.7 years) and 50 healthy controls (HC) (mean age
± SD, 65.6 ± 8.5 years) were included. The Apathy Evaluation Scale (AES), Montgomery-Asberg Depression Rating Scale
(MADRS), Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HDRS) and Anxiety Inventory (HAMA) were used to assess the severity of
apathy, depression and anxiety in patients with PD. The Clinical Impairment Assessment (CIA) was used to assess ADL
capacity. The Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) was used to
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KEYMACRO is a tool that helps computer programmers working on the Windows platform, or even those who work on the
Mac operating system, to quickly build their own macros, and use them in the most convenient way. This tool was created with
the intention of helping computer users to build their own macros, and simplify the implementation process using simple tools
and useful features. This allows the user to build macros that perform various tasks such as: - Record or playback audio - Send
data to the clipboard - Perform actions such as copy, paste, and more KEYMACRO supports the construction of new macros as
well as helping computer programmers to fix existing ones that might not run in the intended way. KeyMacro is compatible with
both 32-bit and 64-bit operating systems, and its features allow the developer to add a few extra programs to his existing macros
and run them in a convenient manner. KEYMACRO is a single-file application that requires no installation, and was developed
with no intention of being shared or sold for commercial purposes. SECURITY Information: SECURITY is a web application
designed to help users to keep their computers safe by providing them with a couple of methods to guarantee the security of the
storage of sensitive information on their computers. This application is also used by the site visitors in order to guarantee that
their private data and passwords are safely secured on their computer devices. Upon accessing the website, the user will be
required to upload a file containing the sensitive data, either using an FTP client, or by using a standard HTTP client. The user
can also choose to store the file in an encrypted format using either his Windows username or a temporary folder. Upon
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uploading the file, the application will perform various actions in order to verify that the contents are correct and the data is
encrypted, and upon successful verification, the user will be provided with a code that can be used to access the data stored on
his computer. SECURITY only performs actions when it is sure that the file uploaded by the user is not corrupted or tampered
with in any way. Here is the link to SECURITY if the file is not properly secured: WEBVIEW TECHNIQUE Description:
WEBVIEW TECHNIQUE is a web-based application that allows the user to set his web browser into an interactive mode and
obtain access to various tools, such as an HTTP client, a web-based map viewer 77a5ca646e
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---------- If you have a Web service at and want to be able to query its data using REST, then simply open REST-Explorer, use
the Create Request tool, and enter something like this: Notes: ------- 1. The text string within the parentheses after is exactly
what you will be sending in your REST-based request. If you have a more complex URL, e.g., then you will have to either copy
and paste your URL into the request's parameters section, or use the URL-shortener at which automatically generates clean
URLs for you. 2. Notice how the data is sent in a JSON structure and not in XML or other web services-specific formats. 3. The
JSON data in the result (if available) is formatted in a tabular manner for easier export to an Excel file. 4. The syntax
highlighting feature in REST-Explorer highlights the query's various sections, thus making the output much more legible. 5.
When debugging, REST-Explorer supports HTTP/1.1 session replay, which allows the user to send a GET, POST, DELETE,
TRACE, or other request as if it were created with the "Save Request As" option in REST-Explorer. The server is able to replay
the response, and the results are displayed as-is, without any visual processing. 6. In the visualizer, you can preview the raw data
in the original response (if available) by clicking the "Preview" tab. 7. You can also view the JSON data in a tabular format,
which is useful for organizing and sorting the received data. 8. Each request is recorded in the URL History, where you can
refer to it by "Go back to" or "Go forward to". 9. To filter the requests, you can use the drop-down box. 10. In the main
visualizer, you can manually define a file to be loaded into the query. Download: --------- License: --------- This is an opensource project

What's New in the REST-Explorer?
The REST Explorer allows users to perform rest requests with a direct visual interface. It features a powerful URL history for
easily tracking and reviewing all performed requests in a historical manner. Features: • performs requests using classic text
strings, HTTP headers, and more • supports a wide range of methods, such as GET, POST, DELETE, TRACE, and more •
syntax highlighting for JSON and XML responses • usage of three types of authentication, namely anonymous, basic, and
Windows default • tabular representation of JSON data • usage of advanced search for both textual and non-textual data •
integrated URL history for storing all performed requests, and retrieval using mouse clicks • features a powerful URL history,
which allows users to review all performed requests • all the received response data benefits from syntax highlighting in the
main visualizer • uses tabular views to display the received response data • can directly save received response data to a JSON,
Excel, or CSV format using the integrated viewer • supports HTTP requests, as well as HTTPS requests via an SSL certificate if
the appropriate application settings are enabled in the Options menu • supports the usage of GET, POST, and DELETE methods
for both HTTP and HTTPS requests • allows the user to define and start pre-defined requests with optional parameters, and can
also save the results in a JSON or CSV format • allows the user to perform HTTP POST requests to a URL that is predefined in
the Options menu • supports returning a JSON response • supports a wide range of HTTP headers for a specific request, such as
the User-Agent, Accept, Accept-Language, Accept-Encoding, Content-Type, and more • supports using an SSL certificate for
HTTPS requests, with the possibility to import a certificate into the database • supports basic and Windows default
authentication • offers several internal browser configurations to perform requests • allows the use of the built-in REST explorer
as a REST client for external requests • supports URL history tracking Installation: - There are no prerequisites for the
application - You can download the executable installer from this link Using REST Explorer: - In order to use the REST
explorer, navigate to the folder where the executable is located, and double-click on REST Explorer.exe - An Explorer-like
interface will open up, allowing you to browse to a REST service that you wish to inspect, as well as to perform requests - Once
the service URL is specified, hit the Launch Request button to start sending requests to the service - You can also skip all the
authentication settings and proceed directly to the URL that the REST explorer was launched from - There are also buttons to
navigate through the tabs on the left hand side of the application - When a request is completed, the response data will be
displayed in the main visualizer - The
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System Requirements:
Windows: Windows 10, 8.1, 7 macOS: High Sierra 10.13 or newer SteamOS: Linux: Ubuntu 16.04 or later PlayStation 4:
Version 1.20 or later Xbox One: Version 1.20 or later Additional Notes: The Redux version is compiled from the latest source
The SteamOS version is compiled from the latest source Discord Website Twitter Facebook Youtube Livestream A call of duty
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